REF: G/HANTEX-HX3PU

Hantex® HX3PU
HX3PU™
Machine knitted from high performance HPPE fibres to
offer excellent cut protection at very economic price
levels.
The glove is further enhanced with an extremely light
and flexible polyurethane palm coating offering good
mechanical protection in dry handling situations. The
breathable liner reduces perspiration.
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Typical Applications:
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
▶ Detailed Assembly ▶ Construction ▶ Automotive
▶ Engineering ▶ Light Fabrication
Packing:

Certification:
Tested by CTC, 4 rue Hermann Frenkel 69637, Cedex 07, France
(Notified Body No. 0075)

Storage:
Gloves should be stored in a cool, dry environment in the original packaging and
out of direct sunlight. Keep away from sources of ozone or ignition.

Per Case:

120 pairs

Per Pack:

10 pairs bulk polybag

Available Sizes:
6-10

Maintenance:
Both new and old gloves should be thoroughly inspected before use to ensure no
damage is present. Gloves should not be left in a contaminated condition if reuse
is intended - if contaminated, gloves should be cleaned as far as possible.
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